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Friends:

It is a great feeling to be back with the KW Team in office. We are all trying to roll and get to speed!

Though we did work remotely but the buzz and chatter of the energy of the team has a different feeling all together. I do thank all our Authors / Resellers for their patience and understanding.

Since then, we have released

- **The Heavenly Land and the Land of the Rising Sun**: ₹ 1280 | HB
- **Combat Aviation Flight Path**: ₹ 1280 | HB
- **India and China: The Great Game and Strategic Partnership**: ₹ 1680 | HB
- **Asia: Multipolarities Multipolarity**: ₹ 980 | HB

Do checkout our ebooks on Amazon Kindle. Your feedback and suggestions would help us strengthen our digital branding, please do write or call us.

Coming soon are the four books highlighted below:

- **Changing Security Paradigm in West Asia**: Regional and International Dimension
- **Navigating the Indian Cyberpace Maze**: Guide for Policy Makers
- **The Regional Great Game in the Indian Ocean and India's Evolving Maritime Strategy**: India - Indo-Pacific Security Issues
- **Angels Can Fly**:

Our International Partner: Rowman & Littlefield / Human Kinetics / Emerald Publishing / Georgetown University Press / Casemate match well with our publishing and we hope to take the partnership to a new dimension.

Do stay safe and Happy Reading!

Kalpana Shukla
India and Central Asia: The Strategic Dimension

P. Stobdan is a distinguished academician, diplomat, author and foreign policy/national security expert.

This book is an attempt to provide an overview of the political and strategic process at work in Central Asia since its emergence in 1991 and the intricate issues that impinge on India.

Contents: New Central Asia: Period of Geopolitical Transition • China's Foray into Central Asia • America's Strategic Tryst with Central Asia • Russia's Rebound in Central Asia • The Rise of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation • Regional Security Challenges in Central Asia • India-Central Asia: Reflection on Ancient Linkages • Rebooting the Civilisational Connect • Central Asian Imprints on India • “Great Game” – The Interrupted Period • Reconnecting with Central Asian States • India's Security Concerns in Central Asia • Energy Deal: Untying the Gordian Knot • Enhancing Strategic Engagement • Strategic Focus on Kazakhstan • Seizing New Opportunities Trade and Business Prospects • Regional Connectivity and Integration • India and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization • Widening Strategic Footprints Under the SCO Framework • Eurasia – Region of Cooperative Rebalancing • Soft Power: Regaining Centrality with Modern Content • Meeting Future Challenges • Annexures 1-6

9789389137453 | ₹ 1680 | 522 pp | HB | 2020

The Heavenly Land And The Land Of The Rising Sun: Historical Linkages, Security Cooperation and Strategic Partnership

Adarsha Verma has been a Research Fellow at the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi.

This book delves into this aspect holistically tracing the linkages between the two countries with advent of Buddhism into Japan from India, through China and Korea. Geography and strategic factors shaping the security of Japan have been evaluated and issues of defence cooperation.

Contents: Preface • Acknowledgements • Abbreviations • Introduction • PART I: Historical Linkages and Geo-Strategic Imperatives: Cultural Connections—Foundation for Security Cooperation • Linkages with Japan during India’s Independence Struggle and the Second World War • Geography and Strategic Factors Shaping Security of Japan • PART II: Security Cooperation: Maturing India-Japan Security Cooperation • Maritime Security Cooperation • Cooperation in UN Peacekeeping Operations • PART III: Strategic Affinity: Consolidating the Strategic Partnership in a Regional Context • PART IV: Quantitative Analyses and Recommendations: Quantitative Assessment: Criteria for India-Japan Security Cooperation • Recommendations • The Way Ahead • Appendix A-G

9789389137455 | ₹ 2280 | 296 pp | HB | 2020

Comprehensive Maritime Security in The Indian Ocean Region: Challenges and Opportunities

Dr. Sithara Fernando BSc (LSE) MA, MPhil, PhD (JNU), is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Strategic Studies, Faculty of Defence and Strategic Studies, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University (KDU). It is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Strategic Studies, Faculty of Defence and Strategic Studies, General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University (KDU).

The study of Maritime Security should not be limited to State/Military issues alone. It should be understood more broadly as including Non-State/Non-Military, Non-Traditional Maritime Security issues as well. This edited book explores Non-Traditional Maritime Security issues such as Sri Lanka's Marine Environment, Illegal Fishing in South Asia, and Illegal Seaborne Migration from South Asia to Australia within a Comprehensive Maritime Security approach.

Contents: Contributors • Introduction • Sri Lanka and the Sea: The Environment as a Geopolitical Tool • Maritime Border Protection in Palk Bay and Palk Strait • Fisheries, Livelihood and Security Issues in Palk Bay • Examining the Fisheries Issues at the Maritime Boundary between India–Pakistan and India–Bangladesh • Seaborne Illegal Migration from South Asia to Australia: A Sri Lankan Perspective • Illegal Migration from South Asia to Australia: An Analysis of Australia's Response • Conclusion

9789389137415 | ₹ 250 | 162 pp | HB | 2020
Asia between Multipolarism and Multipolarity

Amb. Sujan R. Chinoy is the Director General of the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi.
Dr. Jagannath P. Panda is a Research Fellow and Centre Coordinator for East Asia at the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi.

This book aims to map the Asian power trajectory and the continent’s contemporary journey towards greater multipolarity. This volume examines the impact of plurilateral and multilateral dialogues and cooperative mechanisms on Asia’s security and economic architecture. It is based on the proceedings of the thought-provoking 20th edition of the Asian Security Conference which was held from March 26-28, 2019 at the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi.

Contents: Preface • Acknowledgements • Notes on Contributors • List of Abbreviations • Introduction • PART I - Debating a Multipolar Asia: The Geo-economics of Multipolarity • India and the Multipolar World: Need for a New Narrative • Beijing’s Vision of the Asian Order: Promoting a Community of Shared Future • The United States’ Indo-Pacific Policies Debate • The Eurasian Economic Union (EEU): Eurasian Order and Russia-China Relations • Australia, the Indo-Pacific Idea and a Multipolar Order • PART II - Reframing the Regional Architecture: Free-Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP) and China’s Approach to Regionalism • Why AIIB, Not BRI? India’s Fine Balance on China • Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) and the Future of Regional Integration in Central Asia • RCEP and Indo-Pacific Economic Integration • Indonesia’s Rise: With or Without BRICS • China’s BRICS Vision and the Asian Order • The Russian Vision of BRICS in the Context of a Multipolar Order in Asia • PART III - The Evolving Indo-Pacific Order: Maritime Security in Indo-Pacific: An American Perception • United Kingdom’s Foreign Policy and Indo-Pacific Security • Achieving a Free and Open Indo-Pacific through the Quad Framework: A Japanese Perspective • India and the Idea of Indo-Pacific: A Hesitant Embrace? • The Indo-Pacific: China’s Perception • Russia’s Vision of an Asian Security Order • Sri Lanka and the Maritime Security Order in the Indian Ocean • PART IV - Managing Contests and Security Concerns in Asia: Philippines and Maritime Security Order in Southeast Asia • The US, China and the Asian Security Order by 2025: A Taiwanese Perspective • Desnuclearisation on Alert: Reshaping Security Order on the Korean Peninsula • From Alliance to Networks: Managing India’s Security Challenges in the Indian Ocean Region • India and the Terrorism–Military Nexus in South Asia • PART V - Differences and Disputes in Asia: The Future of India-Pakistan Ties • India-China Border Question: The Way Ahead • India-China Boundary Question: An Indian Perspective • Future of South China Sea Dispute: A Vietnamese Perspective • Bangladesh and the Geo-Politics of Bay of Bengal • Energy Security and Development: India’s Balance between Priorities, Challenges and Opportunities • Oil, Ports and Hard Power: Shifting Balance of Power in the Gulf and Horn of Africa • Global Commerce and the Sea Lines of Communication in the Indian Ocean: A Sri Lankan Perspective

9789389137439 | Rs 1880 | 640 pp | HB | 2020

Prices are subject to change without notice
Quest for Nagalim: The Tribal Factor
Brig Pradeep Singh Chhonkar, SM, VSM is a serving Infantry Officer.

This book is the result of two years' research at the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, coupled with personal experiences. This is in no way an all-encompassing research work on the subject. Research for the book is based on findings through communication and the ground situation, viewed through the prism of history and varying perceptions.

Contents: Preface • Introduction • Who are the Nagas? • The Quest for Nagalim • Tribalism vs Nagaism • Response to the Quest for Nagalim by Naga Tribes outside Nagaland and Non-Naga Ethnic Groups • Role of Tribal Construct in Resolving the Naga Issue • Recommendations • Appendices: A - Hydari Agreement • B - 16-Point Agreement • C - Map Showing Distribution of Naga Tribes in Nagaland • D - Map Showing Distribution of Naga Tribes in Manipur • E - Map Showing Distribution of Naga Tribes in Longding, Tirap and Changlang Districts of Arunachal Pradesh • F - The Nagaland Communitisation of Public Institutions and Service Act, 2002 • G - Migration of Naga Tribes • H - The Frontier Tracts Regulation II of 1880

9789389137408 | ₹ 1180 | 248 pp | HB | 2020

Political Violence in MENA
A national-level horseman, Maj Gen Pushpendra Singh sought and was commissioned into an elite and highly decorated Mountain Artillery Regiment.

The MEI@ND has undertaken this volume towards encouraging and shaping young and budding scholars of Middle East studies. This is the second volume in the series followed by the first on Islamic Movements in the Middle East published in 2019. The volume is not an exhaustive work on all aspects of political violence in MENA.

Contents: Acknowledgements • Introduction • Political Violence or Violent Politics? • Libya in Contemporary Times • From Local to International Conflict • Salafists in Egyptian Politics: Al-Nour since 2011 • The Green Movement in Iran • Egypt at Crossroads: Muslim Brotherhood and Post-Mubarak Political Process • The Role of Hezbollah in Syrian Civil War • Jihadi Terrorism: A Case Study of AQAP • Trajectory of the Sadrist Movement in Iraq • Houthi Uprising and Normalisation of Violence in Yemen

9789389137385 | ₹ 920 | 230 pp | HB | 2020

Nine Dash Line: Deciphering the South China Sea Conundrum
Pooja Bhatt worked as Research Associate at Centre for Air Power Studies, New Delhi.

The South China Sea (SCS) has been in limelight since UNCLOS Arbitration Tribunal gave its judgement in July 2016. Famously known as Permanent Court of Arbitration verdict 2016, it decided in favour of the Philippines on its maritime entitlements over the landforms in the SCS and nullified Chinese actions and position there.

Contents: Acknowledgements • Preface • Introduction • Abbreviations • What Makes the Nine Dash Line Special?: A Background • Legalities of the Chinese Claims in the Nine Dash Line • Nine Dash Line in China’s Rise to Power • South China Sea Littorals: ‘Contested’ Spaces and Coordinating Relations • The Security Dynamics: PLAN, Coast Guard and Maritime Militia • Economic Importance of the South China Sea • Climate Change and Environmental Perspective in the SCS • Conclusion

9789389137347 | ₹ 980 | 288 pp | HB | 2020

71 Dash to Dhaka
Maj Gen (Dr) G D Bakshi is a combat veteran with considerable experience in Kargil, Kashmir and Rajouri sectors of J&K.

The 1971 war for the Liberation of Bangladesh was a landmark conflict in the history of South Asia. It dramatically changed the map of this region and marked a historical revival of Indian military power. In just 13 glorious and action packed days – three Indian corps sized spear heads raced for the capital city of Dhacca.

Contents: India’s Relations with Great Powers: Navigating Choppy Geopolitical Waters • Space Security Challenges for India • Aerospace Indigenous Production: Strategy India • Armed suas Swarm: Big Threat of Small Uas • C-Suas Development and Threat Mitigation by India • Terrorism: An Assessment of a Continuing Scourge • Understanding Divergent Interests and Engagements in Afghanistan • Strategic Engagements and the Neighbourhood: A Comparative Study of India’s ‘Look East’ and ‘Look West’ Policies Since 2014 • Understanding the Ongoing Crisis in Yemen

9789389137324 | ₹ 320 | 220 pp | PB | 2020

Prices are subject to change without notice

www.kwpub.com
Scaling India-Japan Cooperation in Indo-Pacific and Beyond 2025: Corridors, Connectivity and Contours

Dr. Jagannath P. Panda is a Research Fellow and Centre Coordinator for East Asia at the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA), New Delhi.

This book aims to examine the scope and potential of India-Japan cooperation factoring infra-structure connectivity and corridors in Indo-Pacific. The volume examines the bilateral, trilateral and multilateral contours of the growing partnership in the backdrop of a rising China that is rapidly changing the geo-political order of the region.

Contents: Foreword • Preface • Acknowledgements • Notes on Contributors • India-Japan Cooperation in the Indo-Pacific: A Primer • PART - I Connectivity, Corridors and Contours: The Inter-Continental Context: Framing a Eurasia Link in India-Japan Global Ties • Innovation, Value Chain and Structural Linkages in Asia-Africa Growth Corridor • PART – II Bilateral Perceptions and Strategic Significance: Resources and Technology: Infrastructure Connectivity and Corridors in Prime Minister Modi’s Japan Policy • Connectivity and Corridors in Shinzo Abe’s Indo-Pacific Foreign Policy: 2025 and Beyond • Technology and Resource Imperatives in India-Japan Relations • Role of Forums and Institutional Mechanisms in the India-Japan Partnership of Prosperity • PART – III Financing Projects and Policies: The Economic Imperatives: The Asian Context: Chinese Economy and India-Japan Ties • Prospects of the Free and Open Indo-Pacific Initiatives and India-Japan Partnership • Infrastructure Financing and Institutional Statecraft: Japan’s Role in India’s Modernisation • Infrastructure Investment: EPQI, BRI and the Emerging Asian Contest • PART – IV Infrastructure and Maritime Congruence in Indo-Pacific: India-Japan Strategic Partnership: Imperatives for Ensuring ‘Good Order at Sea’ in the Indo-Pacific • Chabahar: The Fault-line in India-Japan Infrastructure Cooperation • China’s Maritime Policy in the Bay of Bengal: How does it Affect India’s and Japan’s Maritime Interests? • India and Japan in Bay of Bengal: Strategic Convergence to Maritime Security

9789389137293 | ₹ 1280 | 364 pp | HB | 2020
Act East to Act Indo-Pacific: India's Expanding Neighbourhood

Prabir De is a Professor at the Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS), New Delhi, and also Head of the ASEAN-India Centre (AIC)

India is known as a leading voice in international affairs. India's economic size, vast and growing market, democratic institutions, access to ocean and foundation of science largely explain why India continues to play an important role in global and regional affairs. India is the only country in Asia having the heft to counterbalance China and thus welcomed by many countries in Asia and the Pacific. India has embarked on a period of radical changes in its foreign and economic policies.

Contents: Foreword • Preface • List of Tables, Figures, Map and Boxes • List of Abbreviations • Introduction • BBIN • BIMSTEC • SAARC • MGC • BCIM • BRI • Indo-Pacific • Endnotes • References

9789389137309 | Rs 820 | 380 pp | PB | 2020

US Strategy and India Interest, Policy and Media: A Study with Special Reference to India's Territorial Conflicts

Prof. Shanta Nedungadi Varma has engaged extensively on core areas of India's foreign and security policies, global security, media and environment.

US-India relations have traversed vast and uneven terrain to forge a comprehensive strategic partnership today. They have also spanned a wide spectrum of change. The book unravels a range of Washington's attitudes towards India over half a century, focussing on India's international territorial conflicts, covering both the Cold War and post Soviet periods.

Contents: Preface • Acknowledgements • Sourcing US Policy: Cold War, India and the Negative Narrative • Media, Foreign Policy and Image • The Liberation of Goa: Geopolitics, Hype and False Images • The Chinese Aggression: Complex Interests, Arm-Twisting and Bi-Focal Images • Pakistan's Aggressions in Kutch and Kashmir: US Geostrategy and Media Distortions • Kargil: New Global Dynamics, Interests and Image Reconstruction • Conclusion

9789389137262 | ₹ 920 | 200 pp | HB | 2020

Democracy and Authoritarianism in Pakistan: The Role of The Military and Political Parties

Dr. Shiraz Sheikh is currently a Project Associate under the UGC-Centre for Pakistan Studies at the Academy of International Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi.

A Set of reasons have been attributed to the question why Pakistan has oscillated between democratic and military regimes? In Democracy and Authoritarianism in Pakistan: The Role of the Military and Political Parties the author has attempted to untangle this intriguing riddle. In this nuanced and detailed study of the process of democratisation and its correlation with the military and civilian regimes the book traces the evolution, deviation and reconsolidation of democratic process and institutions in Pakistan.

Contents: Acknowledgement • Abbreviations • Introduction • Democracy and Political Parties: Conceptual Linkages • Authoritarianism, Military and Civil-Military Relations • Political Parties in Pakistan: Origin, Evolution and Electoral Participation • Society, Leadership and Social Base of Political Parties • Political Parties and the Two Civilian Interludes • From Military Rule to Democracy: Political Parties' Third Chance to Consolidate • Conclusion • Glossary • Interviewees • Bibliography • Appendices A-E

9789389137248 | ₹ 1460 | 416 pp | HB | 2020

India's Quest for UAVs and Challenges

Group Captain Rajiv Kumar Narang VM, was commissioned in the helicopter stream of the Indian Air Force (IAF) in December 1989.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs) having the unique ability to undertake long duration and risky missions have raised questions on the need for having a man in the cockpit, i.e. a manned aircraft.

Contents: Acknowledgements • Preface • Introduction • Abbreviations • History, Evolution and Employment of UAVs • Developing UCAVs: A Promising Challenge? • Integration of UAVs in Non-Segregated Air Space • Pillars of China's UAV Programme: Aviation Eco-System, Collaborations and Clandestine Operations • China's Foray into Developing New Age UAVs: Global and Regional Implications • Pakistan's Approach to UAV Indigenisation • India’s Quest for UAVs • Challenges to Aviation Design, Development and Manufacturing in India • A Roadmap for a Robust Aviation Eco-System in India

9789389137224 | ₹ 1520 | 460 pp | HB | 2019

Prices are subject to change without notice
Asian Defence Review 2019
Air Marshal KK Nohwar PVSM VM (Retd) is Director General, Centre for Air Power Studies, New Delhi.

The pace at which the geo-political landscape has changed across the world since the last issue of this publication has left many breathless, as both the well-being of the planet as well as world peace are threatened. The decisions of President Trump to withdraw from two agreements entered into by the previous US Administration bear mention here. First was the decision to pull out from the Paris Agreement.

Contents: India's Relations with Great Powers: Navigating Choppy Geopolitical Waters • Space Security Challenges for India • Aerospace Indigenous Production: Strategy India • Armed suas Swarm: Big Threat of Small Uas– C-suas Development and Threat Mitigation by India • Terrorism: An Assessment of a Continuing Scourge • Understanding Divergent Interests and Engagements in Afghanistan • Strategic Engagements and the Neighbourhood: A Comparative Study of India's 'Look East' and 'Look West' Policies Since 2014 • Understanding the Ongoing Crisis in Yemen

9789389137200 | ₹ 1080 | 288 pp | HB | 2019

Transfer of Defence Technology: Understanding the Nuances and Making it Work for India
Kevin A. Desouza is a serving Colonel of the Indian Army.

In recent years, transfer of defence technology to India, as an alternate route to indigenous development, has been frequently brought up with widely varying views from the Indian defence technology fraternity. Some lament its failure to help India achieve self-reliance, while others suggest it can enable India to leapfrog ahead.

Contents: Acknowledgements • Prologue • A Brief Historical Perspective • Understanding the Nuances • Aligning ToT to National Goals • Implementing PToT • Exploring All Avenues • Making it Work for India • Putting it All together • Epilogue Annexure

9789389137170 | ₹ 980 | 258 pp | HB | 2019

Securing India's Strategic Space with Valour Unlimited
A national-level horseman, Maj Gen Pushpendra Singh sought and was commissioned into an elite and highly decorated Mountain Artillery Regiment.

As the fastest growing major economy, India ought to have by now achieved major power status with a permanent UNSC seat. But over a decade of ineffectual defence modernisation has led to anaemic 'Com-prehensive National Power'.

Contents: PART 1: India's Geopolitical Context and Security Doctrine: • Geopolitical Dynamics in a Multipolar World • National Security Doctrine and Higher Defence Management • Securing India's Maritime Strategic Space Imperatives in the Indo-Pacific • IAF's Strategic Aerospace Dimension • Civil-Military Relations and Higher Defence Organisation • Ghazwa-e-Hind against India Likely When US Exits Afghanistan • Decoding the Dragon's Game-Plan • Afghanistan: The Worsening Quagmire and Emerging Contours • PLAAF and its Potential in Tibet • Comparative Strengths: PLAAF, IAF and PAF • Pulwama 2019: They were Mirages and They were Real • PART 2: Building Defence Capability: Intelligence Reforms for India to Meet Future Challenges • Budgeting for Defence: Beyond Mere “Apportioning” of Financial Resources • Military-Industrial Complex • The Strategic Dimension of India's Shipbuilding Industry • PART 3: Izzat, Morale and Limitless Valour: From Khanwa to Rezang-La: Saga of Sacrifice Unending • Needed—the Kautilya Covenant • Beyond the Last Blue Mountain • “Sartaj” of the Mountain Artillery • Siachen: Valour Unlimited • Guns and Roses • December 11: Two Battles • A Deathless Hero—2/Lt Arun Khetarpal, PVC (Posthumous) • Hamare Sabse Bade Imam Maare Gaye

9789389137187 | ₹ 680 | 190 pp | HB | 2019

Kargil: Past Perfect, Future Uncertain?
Vivek Chadha (Retd), is a Research Fellow at the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA).

The Kargil conflict was fought 20 years ago. However, it continues to remain relevant for strategic analysts, military historians, academics, armed forces personnel and diplomats. This book, delves into the structures, planning processes and procedures adopted while pursuing diplomacy, higher direction of war and strategic communications, on both sides of the Line of Control during the Kargil conflict.

Contents: Acknowledgements • Introduction • Turning the Tables: Kargil a Diplomatic Coup • The Higher Direction of War • Strategic Communications during the Kargil Conflict • The Challenge of Future Conflicts: Kargil and Beyond • Competing Notions of Victory: Case of Pakistan • The Case of China • The Future of Conflict • Conclusion • Index

9789389137132 | Rs 880 | 244pp | HB | 2019
Strategic Advantage of Air Power: Select Writings of Air Commodore Jasjit Singh AVSM, VrC, VM (Retd)

Manpreet Sethi is Distinguished Fellow at the Centre for Air Power Studies, New Delhi.
Shalini Chawla is Distinguished Fellow at the Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS), New Delhi.

Air Cmde Jasjit Singh was a serious student of air power and an ardent proponent of its role in national security. During three decades that he spent in think tanks, he wrote abundantly on the many characteristics and operational possibilities of air power.

Contents: Foreword by KK Nohwar • Some Reflections on the IAF • Strategic Reach-Strategic Depth and the Question of the IAF's Strategic Posture • Winning the Next War – Jointly • Air Dominance and the Future of Air Power • Some Aspects of Our Wars in Future • Air Dominance Over the Oceans • Air Power in the Decades Ahead • The Challenge of Indigenisation: The Case of the Aircraft Industry • Pakistan Air Force: Modernisation Trends (Shalini Chawla) • Air Power at Balakot: Exploiting Flexibility for Strategic Effect (Manpreet Sethi).

9789389137118 | Rs 1080 | 196pp | HB | 2019


Suranjan Das is Vice-Chancellor of Jadavpur University and Honorary Director, Netaji Institute For Asian Studies, Kolkata.
Sitaram Sharma is Vice President, Indian Federation of UN Associations, Chairman of West Bengal Federation of United Nations Associations and Honorary Consul of Republic of Belarus in Kolkata.
Vivek Mishra is an Assistant Professor in International Relations at the Netaji Institute for Asian Studies, Kolkata.

This two volume compendium recaptures India's association with the United Nations Organization by bringing together the speeches of the leaders of the country's delegations to the sessions of the United Nations General Assembly from 1946 to 2018. The Introduction to the volumes uses these speeches to delineate India's steadfast faith in the United Nations and to identify the contours of India's foreign policy, especially its attitude to the challenges for the stability of international order and the issues which are critical to make the world a better place to live in.

9789389137095 | 2480 | 756 pp | HB | 2019 | 2 Volumes

1971 Indo-Pak War: Selected Stories

Rohit Agarwal

The monograph covers the course of the war, strategies formulated by the opposing commanders, blow-by-blow account of major battles and the lessons learned. Prominent instances of outstanding courage by individuals, meriting gallantry awards, have also received due attention.

Contents: Unconventional Measures • Point 18,402—Chalunka Turtok Complex • Bomb Disposal • Memorable Moment • Minefield Breaching • Battle of Chamb • Gallant and Fierce, Yet Compassionate • Well Done, Phokes • The Rescue Operation • Through the Minefields in Kargil • Air Defence of Amritsar • Battle of Gadra City • The Lord of Boundary Pillar BP 638 • A Prelude to Battle of Beriwala Bridge • Battle of Bogra • Flights of Valour • To the Warrior His Arms • Keeping the Guns Firing • Wheels of War • An Army Marches on Its Stomach • Guerillas and Auditoires • East to West • Kept Them Going • Medical Comforts • Lest We Forget

9789389137071 | 480 | 118 pp | PB | 2019

Post Revolutionary Iran's State Behaviour: Towards India, Pakistan and China

Sima Baidya is an Assistant Professor at the Centre for West Asian Studies, School of International Studies, JNU, New Delhi.

This is done by taking the case study of Islamic Republic of Iran with reference to four issues, political Islam, energy, nuclear ambition and regional engagements. It is further narrowed down by regressing them in the context of three countries; China, India and Pakistan.

Contents: Introduction: Iran's State Behaviour vs. Foreign Policy • Political Islam: Identity as a Factor in Foreign Policy and State Behaviour • Energy: Discourse of Power • Nuclear Ambition: An Instrument of Dominance, Security and Defiance • Iran in Central Asia: The Regional Construct • Conclusion • Bibliography

9789389137057 | 1480 | 256 pp | HB | 2019
National Security Perspectives: A Critical Anthology of Writings by Gautam Sen
Gurmeet Kanwarpal (Retd) was the former director of the Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS) in New Delhi

An excellent anthology, deftly edited, with analyses of conceptual, policy and implementation challenges in national security, defence strategy and foreign policy … would be of value to both students of strategic affairs and practitioners of public policy.


9789389137033 | ₹ 1280 | 346 pp | HB | 2019

India in Global Nuclear Governance
Reshmi Kazi is an Associate Professor at Jamia Milia Islamia.
Ashild Kolås is a Research Professor at the Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO).

In the prevailing international security situation, the world community, including India believes nuclear security must be conferred high priority for global peace and security. As a responsible member of this community, India finds itself prioritizing this aspect more than ever before. In its more than five decades of its nuclear weapons programme, there has not been a single nuclear incident in India

Contents: Foreword • Contributors • Introduction: Global Nuclear Governance in the Making, Reshmi Kazi and Kanika Rakhra • India's Nuclear Infrastructure Status and Challenges, Steinar Høibråten and Elin Enger • Global Nuclear Governance and India, Roshan Khanijo • India and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty: Lessons for Outlier States, Kanika Rakhra • Proliferation-Resistant Nuclear Systems, Reynaldo Morales • The Global Centre for Nuclear Energy Partnership An Indian Answer to the Nuclear Security Challenge, Reshmi Kazi • What Next for India's Nuclear Diplomacy?, Priyanjali Malik • The Humanitarian Initiative to Ban Nuclear Weapons and India’s Strategic Engagement, Maika Skjønsberg

9789387324985 | ₹ 620 | 176 pp | HB | 2019

Corridors of Engagement
Swaran Singh is Professor, Centre for International Politics Organization and Disarmament, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
Anita Sengupta is Director, Asia in Global Affairs.
Priya Singh is Associate Director, Asia in Global Affairs.

Corridors of Engagement engages with this interface of logistics and mobilities in various Asian spaces to underline the significance of these engagements in a wider global context. Asia has re-emerged as a useful case study for exploring the complex relationship between pursuing economic development through trans-state linkages and promoting political agendas through securitisation.

Contents: Contributors • Preface • The Politics of Connectivity: Geostategic Perception and Misperception Challenges • Semiotic Abstractions and Symbiotic Constructions: Implications of the "OBORisation" for Central Asia • Political Economy of Chinese Economic Engagements with Small Nations in the Indian Ocean Region: Case of Sri Lanka • Russia: Change of Vision • Strategic Culture • Professional Military Education in India • The Making of India's Foreign Policy: • Streamlining National Security Decision Making • Part-3 The Foundations: Defence Policy: External Threats and Challenges • Jammu & Kashmir • China's New Silk Road • South China Sea • Part-4 The Sinews: Meeting Threats and Challenges: China-India Relations: The Way Ahead • The India-Pakistan Conundrum • Global and Regional Security Environment and India's Strategic Options

9789387324978 | ₹ 720 | 208 pp | HB | May 2019

Sense, Sensex and Sentiments: The Failure of India's Financial Sentinels
M R Venkatesh is a Chartered Accountant who addresses business concerns relating to economic policies, international trade and strategies.

Sense, Sensex and Sentiments is a compelling story of seemingly unrelated aspects that drive global as well as Indian economics today – a global regime that allows proliferation of tax havens, national economic policies that are simultaneously the cause and effect of corruption, corruption that eventually results in money laundering, money laundering which, in turn, sustains the economics of tax havens, reverse flow of money from tax havens that causes the boom and doom of markets across continents, exaggeration of boom.

Contents: The Story of Loot and Scoot from India • Hawala and Money Laundering • Tax Havens: The Contrasting Debate Elsewhere and in India • Global Response to Money Laundering and Tax Havens • When Watchdogs Sleep • Where the Hunter Becomes the Hunted • KYC: Know Your Controversy • Monetary Policy Management: A Tight-Rope Walk for RBI • Indian Policy Responses • Manipulate Sentiments, Manage Markets.

9789380502496 | ₹ 680 | PB | 364 pp

Prices are subject to change without notice
The Anatomy of an Indian General Election

Pankaj Sharma is a management consultant.

Saurav Sanyal is Associate prof of IILM Graduate School of Management.

Anatomy of Indian General Elections is the concluding part of Trilogy on 2019 Elections. The first two chartbusters “2019: Will Modi Win?” and “Rafale, Raga, Reuniting Forces for 2019” drew attention to the risks involved for the incumbent government and the chances for Congress in 2019 by predicting the wins in Assembly Elections in Rajasthan, MP and Chattisgarh. This book is the third and last in trilogy on upcoming 17th Lok Sabha Elections.

Contents: Acknowledgements · Introduction · How Strong Will the POLARISATION Be? · How Is Modi Evaluated on “INTENT”? · How “UNITED” Will the Opposition Be? · Will 2019 Be like CRICKET or TENNIS? · Can Opposition Find an ELECTION AGENDA? · Who Will Control the SMARTPHONE? · Will Upper Castes and Middle Class Be UNHAPPY with BJP?

9789389137002 | ₹ 599 | 224 pp | PB | May 2019

Rafale, Raga, Reuniting Forces for 2019!

Pankaj Sharma is a management consultant.

Saurav Sanyal is Associate prof of IILM Graduate School of Management.

2019 Lok Sabha Elections will not only be a poll which will determine the direction for Indian economy and Polity, it is also likely to be one of most bitterly fought elections in the electoral history of the country. It is uncertain that how the post poll picture may emerge in April-May next year, but the performance of BJP will also be dependent on how effectively the Congress can challenge the popularity of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and poll management of BJP President, Amit Shah.

Contents: The Magic Trick of Democracy · Public Memory Is Short · The Joint Opposition Needs Congress · State Level Anti-Incumbency Can Help Congress · The Big Opportunity for Congress · Congress Needs to Find a Fresh Narrative · The Chinks in BJP’s Armour · What 2019 Holds for Congress

9789387324732 | ₹ 599 | 256 pp | PB | 2019

2019: Will Modi Win?

Pankaj Sharma is a management consultant.

Saurav Sanyal is Associate prof of IILM Graduate School of Management.

Political stability is an essential requirement for providing the right environment needed for peaceful communities and the vision of political leadership plays a key role in growth of a country. The NDA Govt has already completed its first three years and BJP is certainly on a rise. With a massive mandate in Uttar Pradesh and an expanding footprint across the country, it seems impossible to stop the Modi juggernaut in 2019.

Contents: The Story behind this Book – From Pankaj · Introduction · The Opposition will be Better Prepared for Modi · 2014 Mandate: UPA - The Story of Self Goals · The Role of Economy in Elections · 2014 Mandate: BJP’s Statistical Peak? · Modi’s Pinnacle: Was it 2014 or Will it be 2019? · Anti-Incumbency Against State Governments · The Implications for 2019 · The Key Takeaways for BJP for 2019 · The Key Takeaways for Opposition for 2019

9789387324176 | ₹ 599 | 268 pp | PB | 2018

Idris & Bilkees Latif: The Fragrance Lingers On

Smt Ushi Kak, has a Master’s Degree in English and American Literature from Northeastern University, Massachusetts, USA.

Idris & Bilkees Latif: The Fragrance Lingers On is a tribute to one of the most iconic couples of the Indian Air Force. The Latifs have left a mark of excellence in many fields. Their lives cut an arc across such a large swath of life, extending from the Services, diplomacy, gubernatorial assignment to social work and environmental concerns! They shone in every field.


9789387324855 | ₹ 1980 | 216 pp | HB | 2019
Afghanistan: A Reality Check and The Way Ahead

Ratanji Singh was liaison officer with the National Media in Delhi.

Afghanistan is at the cusp of yet another transition while it searches for stability and struggles with a number of internal and external issues. Internal political turmoil, constant Taliban attacks across the country and deadly suicide bombings by the Islamic State-Khorasans keep it occupied while the New Great Game for geostrategic ambitions is played by external nations both in its front yard and its backyard. The past year itself has seen the players form new alliances as far as the Afghanistan issue is concerned.

Contents: Foreword • Acknowledgements • Introduction • Effect of Recent History on Present-Day Afghanistan • Present-Day Afghanistan: A Reality Check • The Afghanistan Stalemate • India and Afghanistan • The Way Ahead

9789387324756 | ₹ 820 | 188 pp | HB | 2019

Islamic Movements in the Middle East: Ideologies, Practices and Political Participation

P R Kumaraswamy is a professor of Contemporary Middle Eastern studies in JNU, New Delhi.
Md. Muddassir Quamar is Associate Fellow in the IDSA, New Delhi.
Manjari Singh is SYLFF Fellow and has submitted her doctoral thesis in JNU, New Delhi.

Islam is integral to the societies in the Middle East. It is part of people's faith, cultural expressions, and social constructions, and a source of law and political legitimacy. In modern times, Islam re-emerged as a significant tool for political mobilisation and in the wake of the Arab Spring these movements have become more popular and have expanded their political space in the whole region.

— General V P Malik.

Contents: Palestinian National Movement, Islamism and Hamas • Islamic Constitutional Movement of Kuwait • Role of Student Activism in Iran's Green Movement • On the Walls of the Iranian Revolution • The Houthis of Yemen: An Overview • Post-Revolution Tunisia and Ennahda • Secular-Religious Tension in Tunisia Since 2011 • Political Economy, Governance and Islamists • Islamic Movement in Israel: From Secrecy to Political Participation • The Gullen Movement in Turkey • Knesset Elections and the Islamic Movement in Israel

9789387324831 | ₹ 980 | 280 pp | HB | 2019

Military Strategy for India in the 21st Century

A K Singh (Retd) is a Distinguished Fellow with the CLAWS.
Balraj Singh Nagal (Retd) is former Director of the CLAWS.

Military Strategy for India in the 21st Century is a comprehensive collection of high value essays defining multiple nuances of military strategy. Written by prominent military and civilian experts on essential aspects of national and military strategy, the book reflects on the need to deal with existing and potential security threats and challenges, as well as achievement of national goals and aspirations, in which the military has a role to play.

— General V P Malik.


9789387324817 | ₹ 1280 | 368 pp | HB | 2019

Human Rights Human Wrongs: In the Scale of Human Conscience

Shambhu Ram Simkhada is based in Kathmandu, Nepal. He was chairman of the 56th Commission on Human Rights.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is the best gift of the United Nations and its main human rights organ, the Human Rights Commission to “We, the Peoples of the World”. But that powerful instrument is often rendered powerless by the behaviour of individuals running the institutions and the states, arguably the most powerful institution conceptualised by human mind so far.

Contents: Preface • Introduction • Human Rights: Historical Perspective and Contemporary Development • The 56th Session of the Commission on Human Rights • Fifth Special Session of the CHR • Emerging Issues in the Global Human Rights Agenda • Epilogue: From the Commission to the Council: Human Rights in the United Nations • Annex • Glossary of Terms

9789387324794 | ₹ 680 | 222 pp | PB | 2019
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Freedom is an Eagle: Poems from an Outpost

G D Bakshi SM, VSM (retd) is a very well-known TV Commentator and India's leading Military Analyst

Freedom is an Eagle: Poems from an Outpost is a unique collection of poems by a soldier. Most of them were written on remote outposts in the high Himalayas and are a record of intense loneliness and exile. They record one of the most lonesome sounds – the crunch of a lone sentry's boots upon the snow. They also record the stark contrast in the sounds of utter silence that you encounter on the Himalayan battle fields and the exact opposite – the thundering sounds of artillery guns, bursting shells and mortars, staccato machine gun fire and the screams of the dying and the wounded that you hear on the self same battle fields.

Contents: Book One: Freedom is an Eagle • Book II: The Killings Fields of Kargil The Master of Machine Guns

9789387324619 | ₹ 399 | 128 pp | PB | 2018

Citizens and Soldiers Keeping India's Tryst with Destiny: Paradigm for National Security and Resurgence

Deepak Sethi is currently based in the USA.

Citizens and Soldiers have to strive together in this National mission. Once they participate in this endeavour with patriotic fervour and enthusiasm, we can attain not just security, but also the higher goal or resurgence.

Contents: PART 1 - The Conceptual Framework • The Nation-state and its Security • Brief Overview of our Security Environment • National Security Paradigm • PART 2 - Impact of Internal Environment on National Security • Scope and Intent • National Will and Ethics • Political Stability and Morality • Integrity of Institutions • To Sum up... • PART 3 – Developing Capabilities to Meet External Challenges • Overview of the Geopolitical Environment • National Security Doctrine • Integration and Orchestration • The Soldier • The Defence Budget • Integrated Manpower Policy • Foreign Policy • In Essence therefore...

9789387324695 | ₹ 980 | 228 pp | HB | 2019

Coercive Diplomacy against Pakistan: Options and Effectiveness in Non-Nuclear Conflict Space in Current Times

Akshat Upadhyay is a serving army officer and holds a double Master's degree in History and Political Science as well as an MPhil in Defence and Strategic Studies from Punjab University.

India and Pakistan achieved unofficial nuclear power status in 1998 with Pakistan attempting to use nuclear blackmail in fighting for a limited slice of territory in Kargil. Thus has begun an uneasy and fragile peace, punctuated by harsh rhetoric, proxy war and unsuccessful attempts at stability in the Indian subcontinent. Pakistan continues to use terror as a form of state policy while instigating the ‘Generation Next’ in the troubled paradise of Jammu and Kashmir.

Contents: Theoretical Construct of Coercive Diplomacy and Various Models of Deterrence and Compellence • Coercion in The Context of Indo-Pakistan Relations (Pre- and Post-Kargil) • Analysis of Primary Data • Efficacy of Coercive Diplomacy Measures Taken against Pakistan and Critical Analysis of Options Available • Conclusion and Recommendations

9789387324770 | ₹ 399 | 122 pp | PB | 2019

Strategic Realignment and Rebalancing in India's Neighbourhood

Sameer Sharan Kartikeya is an infantry officer with vast operational experience both in J & K and the North East and presently commanding a Rashtriya Rifles Sector.

There is a sharp convergence in international relations in the global arena today. In fact, the nation states' engagement in the present context has become an 'Art of Possibilities'. The centre of gravity of the world's pecking order, marked with economic progress, is being restored from West to East.

Contents: Preface • India, South Asia and the Advent of the Asian Century • India's Diplomacy: From Past to Present • India and Its Neighbours • South Asian Economic Integration • Dragon versus Elephant or Dragon and Elephant: The China Factor and India's Response • ASEAN: Lessons for Saarc • Way Forward • Conclusion

9789387324718 | ₹ 480 | 138 pp | PB | 2019
Indian Nuclear Strategy: Confronting the Potential Threat from both China and Pakistan

Dr. Sanjay Badri-Maharaj is an independent defence analyst and attorney-at-law based in Trinidad and Tobago.

This book examines India’s nuclear strategy as it confronts the potential threat from both China and Pakistan. The potential threats - traditional as well as non-traditional CBRN threats - will be examined as will India’s approach to dealing with them.

Contents: Introduction • Potential Threat: The Chinese and Pakistani Nuclear Arsenals • India’s Nuclear Arsenal—Current and Future Deterrent • Tactical Nuclear Weapons: Options for India? • Ballistic Missile Defences for India: An Essential Asset • India’s Military Space Efforts: An Important Yet Underappreciated Asset • Responding to a Nontraditional CBRN Attack • The Indian Doctrine: Credibility and Capability = Strategy • The Path Ahead: Shaping India’s Nuclear Strategy in the Years to Come • Bibliography

9789387324657 | ₹ 980 | 324 pp | HB | 2019

Rise of China: A Military Challenge to India

Narender Kumar is currently a Distinguished Fellow at the United Service Institution of India (USI).

China is on the cusp of becoming a global superpower in the next two decades, if its economic rise continues uninterrupted. However, economic growth has not been able to heal the geographic, demographic and social fault lines within China. China’s neighbourhood is turbulent and has been throwing up new challenges that have the potential to create instability within the region.

Contents: Uneasy Path of Emergence of a State • Geography of China: Aspirations to Inspiration • Contemporary China: Challenges Within • Regional and Global Challenges to China • Maritime Conundrum of China • Re-Emergence and Rise of China: An Assessment • Implications of the Rise of China: Is a Sino-India Collision Imminent? • India’s Security Strategy • India Needs Stable and Balanced Military Capabilities • Concluding Remarks: China will Resist till Accommodated

9789387324596 | ₹ 940 | 234 pp | HB | 2018

Changing Asian Landscape: Role of India and China

Ms. Asma Masood is a Research Officer at the Chennai Centre for China Studies (C3S).

The two Asian giants, China and India, have held centre-stage in global affairs in recent times. With China having consolidated its position as an economic, military and political power the dynamics of the regional and the global equations are set to change with either positive or negative fallout. It has, therefore, become crucial to examine the factors driving transformation of the geopolitical/economic/strategic landscapes.

Contents: Maritime Dimensions of Sino-Indian Equations in Indian Ocean Region • China: Current Complex Domestic Situation • Strategic Implications of the Disneyland of Snows • Meta-geopolitics of India and China • China’s Internal Economic Trends • Is China’s Economic Decline India’s Gain? • India’s and China’s Quest for Sub-Regional Cooperation in Southeast Asia • Changing Asian Landscape: Role of India and China—Science and Technology Dimensions • Addressing Environmental Concerns in the Changing Asian Landscape: Role of India and China • Sugar and Spice: India’s Soft Power in China Profiles of Contributors

9789387324442 | ₹ 680 | 160 pp | PB | 2018

Twenty Years of Bimstec: Promoting Regional Cooperation and Integration in the Bay of Bengal Region

Prabir De, is a Professor at the Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS), and Head of the ASEAN-India Centre (AIC), RIS, New Delhi.

The Bay of Bengal is an area growing in economic and strategic importance, derived from its position as the principal maritime connection between the Pacific and Indian Oceans and from the good economic prospects of many Bay of Bengal states.

Contents: Part One: Cultural and Civilisational Linkages: Maritime Trade and Societal Transitions in the Extended Eastern Indian Ocean c. 900–1500 • Civilizational Linkages in the Bay of Bengal Region until 1800 • Rejuvenating Cultural Linkages in Bay of Bengal Region • Culture: An Expression of Values • Part Two: Trade and Investment: Trade and Connectivity in the BIMSTEC Region: Questions of ‘Incremental Benefits’ for the Member Countries • Trade and Investment in BIMSTEC Countries • Myanmar as a Golden Gateway between the Bay of Bengal and the Heartland of Asia • Part Three: Connectivity: Connectivity in BIMSTEC • BIMSTEC: Building Bridges, Promoting Connectivity • North–East of India and BIMSTEC • Recent Developments in Nepal’s Trade Logistics: Implications for BIMSTEC Cooperation • Measures to Harness India’s Blue Economy • Part Four: Emerging Challenges and the Way Forward • The Challenge of Building the Bay of Bengal as an Interconnected Region • Dynamics of the Bay of Bengal and the Sino-India “Cooperation Dilemma” • Ways to Strengthen Cooperation between BIMSTEC and IORA • Strengthening BIMSTEC Integration: The New Agenda

9789387324343 | ₹ 980 | 302 pp | HB | 2018
India's Defence Procurement Procedure: Challenges and Way Forward with Special Reference to Offsets
Anuraag Chhibber is a Senior Fellow at Centre for Land Warfare Studies, New Delhi.

This Monograph endeavors to analyse the present offset policies and structures for managing and implementation of offsets and also study the concept of banking of offsets in detail, with a view to derive unparalleled pay-offs for the Indian industry. Since technology acquisition is a game changer in this field, the Monograph also mulls over the nuances and intricacies of this provision.

Contents: Introduction • Defence Industry • Capital Defence Procurement Procedure: An Overview and Linkages with Offsets Programme • Insight into the Historical Perspective and the Concept of Offsets • Understanding the Global Offset Models and the Best Practices • The Journey of Indian Defence Offset Programme • Perceived Shortcomings Impeding the Success of Indian Defence Offsets Programme • Offsets Versus the Lure of ‘Make in India’ • Recommendations for a Successful Offset Model

9789387324572 | ₹ 580 | 164 pp | PB | 2018
Emergence of the Islamic State and Its Impact on the Muslim Organisation in India

Kamran Shabid Ansari is an alumnus of the prestigious Nelson Mandela Centre for Peace and Conflict Resolution, JMI

This work analyses the impact of the rise of the Islamic State on the Darul Uloom, Deoband, Jamiat-e-Ulema, Tablighi Jamaat and Jamaat-e-Islami, and how this is going to affect the Muslims of India. The work further traces the brief trajectory of Political Islam since 1924 and now, and makes some predictions about the future.

Contents: The Emergence of the Islamic State (IS) • The Trajectory of Political Islam • Reasons for Resonance of IS Among Some Sections of Muslims • Impact of the IS on Muslim Organisations in India • Conclusion • Bibliography

9789387324237 | ₹ 599 | 152 pp | PB | 2018

Indo-Vietnam Relations in the Emerging Global Order

Suranjan Das is at present the Vice-Chancellor of Jadavpur University, Kolkata.
Tridib Chakraborti was a Professor of the Department of International Relations, Jadavpur University, Kolkata.
Subhadeep Bhattacharya is a Ph.D. candidate at the History Department of the University of Calcutta.

This publication is the outcome of a Government of West Bengal-funded research project on Indo-Vietnam Relations undertaken at the Netaji Institute For Asian Studies, Kolkata. It unfolds the evolution of a unique partnership between India and Vietnam, a relationship moulded by historical, diplomatic and geo-strategic factors. The authors convincingly argue that Indo-Vietnamese strategic partnership – buttressed by greater economic and cultural connectivity – is of crucial significance in the context of New Delhi's Act East Policy.

Contents: The Indo-China War and Vietnam • India-Vietnam Relations During the Vietnam War and the Cold War Era • 1976-1990: A New Period of India-Vietnam • The Cambodian Crisis and Indo-Vietnam Relations • India-Vietnam Relations in the Post-Cold War Years • India-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Since the 1990s • India and Vietnam: Bilateral Investments • Civil Nuclear Cooperation • Human Resource Development Cooperation • India-Vietnam Cooperation in Science and Technology • India-Vietnam Connectivity in Culture, Religion and Tourism • Emerging Geo-Strategic Compulsions in Contemporary Indo-Vietnam Bilateralism

9789387324381 | ₹ 280 | 96 pp | PB | 2018

A National Security Strategy for India: The Way Forward

Philip Campose, PVSM, AVSM**, VSM retired in August 2015 as the Vice Chief of Army Staff, after an illustrious career spanning over four decades in the Indian Army.

This book enunciates a possible National Security Strategy for India, as part of a grand strategy, in which India aims at achieving its purported aspiration of becoming “a regional power by 2030” and a “major global power by 2050”. The book emphasizes that, other than ‘hard’ power to deal with external threats, the country needs to develop economically, and achieve its purported political and developmental goals and objectives.

Contents: India's External Threats, Challenges, and Opportunities in a Future Strategic Context • Modernisation of the Indian Armed Forces • Role of Nuclear Deterrence • India's Internal Security Challenges • Empowering the Indian Nation and its People • Towards a Leadership Role in Asia and the Indian Ocean Region • India's Transition in Global Status from an 'Emerging Power' to a 'Major Power' • A National Security Strategy for India • Annexure India's National Security Strategy: Ends, Ways and Means

9789387324305 | ₹ 980 | 240 pp | HB | 2018

The Purpose of India’s Security Strategy: Defence, Deterrence and Global Involvement

Gautam Sen is presently Distinguished Visiting Fellow at the Centre for Land Warfare Studies, Delhi.

This book comprises the journey of the Indian nation state and its tryst with destiny, where successive political leaderships, while governing India, contributed to a better understanding of the idea of India, its political and strategic culture, and the role that its military has had to play to develop that culture.


9789387324251 | ₹ 980 | 240 pp | HB | 2018
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India and Iran as two ancient civilisations have historically shared cordial relations with some occasional challenges. One such challenge in recent years came up when Iran was placed under international economic and political sanctions due to its nuclear programme. These sanctions, especially the unilateral ones, also had adverse implications on India-Iran bilateral ties. This posed several challenges for Indian foreign policy and diplomacy towards maintaining its relationship with Iran. While evaluating the implications of sanctions on India-Iran bilateral ties, this book chronicles India's efforts to maintain its relation with Iran despite such challenges.

Contents: Introduction • The Iranian Nuclear Controversy • India-US Nuclear Deal and India's Vote against Iran • UNSC Sanctions on Iran • Severity of Sanctions and India's Predicaments • India's Participation in the 16th NAM Summit in Tehran • Election of Rouhani and the Changed Equations • The Iran Nuclear Deal and its Implications • India-Iran Commercial Ties after Lifting of Sanctions • The Way Forward

9789387324152 | ₹ 1180 | 246 pp | HB | 2018

A coup attempt in the Maldives in November 1988 sent President Maumoon Abdul Gayoom into hiding. Malé flashed desperate SOS messages to several countries seeking military assistance. India was prompt in extending the requisite support. Operation Cactus was launched to rescue President Gayoom and restore his democratically elected government. The decision to launch the airborne operation more than 2,500 km away was deliberate, bold, and sufficiently contemplated by the political and the military leadership of India. The Indian Air Force promptly airlifted the paratroopers of the Indian Army to Hulule Island. The Indian Navy joined in to buttress the effort of the Army and Air Force. Exemplary synergy among the three Services and the diplomatic corps was the hallmark of Operation Cactus.

Contents: A Besieged President: The Maldives: The Land and the People • The Coup that Succeeded, Almost! • Those were the Days! • Inertia on D-Day • Operation Cactus: Clarion Call at Reveille! • A Cold Start • A Take-off in Haze • ‘Mr President, We’ve Arrived…’ • The Endgame • Comprehending Cactus: The Anatomy of Cactus • “Chhatri Mata ki Jai!” • Some Parallels • Asides!

9789386288981 | ₹ 1280 | 294 pp | HB | 2018

This book describes the environmental effects of eight weapons and explosive remnants of war that have caused extensive environmental harm in the recent past. It also makes specific recommendations addressed to the international community and the States for protecting the natural environment from the impact of weapons of war. This book will contribute towards a better understanding of the environmental harm caused by military weapons.

Contents: Weapons of Mass Destruction: 2 A. Nuclear Weapons • 2 B. Biological Weapons • 2 C. Chemical Weapons • 2 D. Legal Control: Chemical and Biological Weapons • Conventional Weapons: 3 A. Depleted Uranium Weapons • 3 B. High Explosive Weapons (HEW) • 3 C. Incendiary Weapons • Prohibited Conventional Weapons: 4 A. Anti-personnel Landmines • 4 B. Cluster Munitions • 4 C. Explosive Remnants of War • Weapons and the Law • Conclusion and Recommendations

9789386288943 | ₹ 1340 | 516 pp | HB | 2018

This is the Military History of the Mohyals – an Indian clan of fighting Brahmans. The warrior sage, Parshuram, had militarised them in the early epic period. From priests these Brahmans had morphed into Mohyal fighting Brahmans, brave and tenacious fighters with a great tradition of soldiering. They became the Bhumiari Brahmans who later settled in Bihar and UP, and helped unify India for the Maurayan empire. The soldiers and scholars of History will find it an invaluable document about Indian Military History per se – right from the Vedic times to the present era.

Contents: Prologue: A Paradigm Shift in Indology: From the Indus to the Saraswati • Geneology: Saraswat Brahmans and the Mohyal Clans • The First Rebellion: The Battle Axe of Parshuram and the Rise of the Fighting Brahmans • Guardians of the Gate • The Bhumiars of the Imperial Mauryan Army and the Sunga Dynasty • The Arab Interlude • The Shahi Mohyal Brahmim Dynasty of Afghanistan • The Invasion of Sindh • The Turk-Mongol Invasions • The Mughal Empire • The Rise of the Sikhs and the Role of Mohyals in the Indian Military Revival • The British Empire • Arya Samaj, Freedom Struggle and the Holocaust of Partition • Resurrection

9789386288776 | ₹ 550 | 230 pp | PB | 2018
India and the European Union: Perceptions of the Indian Print Media and Elites
Shreya Pandey an Assistant Professor of JNU and teaches on Political Science and International Relations.

The rise of Asia has been touted to be an extremely significant global phenomenon. The EU has sought convergence on global issues, regional security matters as well as regulatory policy and other economic issues with the countries in the region especially India. A close and consistent approach towards monitoring of EU-India relations is therefore called for particularly in the light of the long and enduring economic partnership and a serious and meaningful bilateral political dialogue.

Contents: Introduction • An Overview of General Perceptions on EU-INDIA Relations • The Visibility of EU in the Indian Print Media • The Perception of the Indian Elite about the EU • Conclusions • List of Appendices • List of Interviewees • Open-ended Questionnaire for Business, Political and Civil Society Elites • Open-ended Questionnaire for Media Elites

9789386288967 | ₹ 1080 | 416 pp | HB | 2018

The Dragon Extends its Reach: Chinese Military Power Goes Global
Larry M. Wortzel

China has evolved from a nation with local and regional security interests to a major economic and political power with global interests, investments, and political commitments. It now requires a military that can project itself around the globe, albeit on a limited scale, to secure its interests. Therefore, as Larry M. Wortzel explains, the Chinese Communist Party leadership has charged the People's Liberation Army (PLA) with new and challenging missions that require global capabilities.

Contents: The PLA's Role in China's Foreign Policy • C4ISR • Naval Modernization, Strategy, Programs, and Policies • The PLA Air Force and China's Approaches to Aerospace • Modernized Ground Forces, Doctrine, and Missions • Strategic Rocket Forces, Nuclear Doctrine, and Deterrence • Space Warfare, Systems, and Space Control • Information Age Warfare and INET • The General Political Department and Information Operations • Challenges Posed by the Chinese Military

9789387324282 | ₹ 1,240 | 250 pp | PB | 2018

Nanoweapons: A Growing Threat to Humanity
Louis A Del Monte

Nanoweapons just might render humanity extinct in the near future—a notion that is frightening and shocking but potentially true. In Nanoweapons Louis A. Del Monte describes the most deadly generation of military weapons the world has ever encountered. With dimensions one-thousandth the diameter of a single strand of human hair, this technology threatens to eradicate humanity as it incites world governments to compete in the deadliest arms race ever.

Contents: Part 1. The First Generation of Nanoweapons: What You Don't Know Can Kill You • Playing legos with Atoms • I Come in Peace • The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing • The Rise of the Nanobots • The “Swarm” • Part 2. The Game Changers: The “Smart” Nanoweapons • The Genie Is Loose • Fighting Fire with Fire • Part 3. The Tipping Point: The Nanoweapons Superpowers • The Nano Wars • Humanity on the Brink • Epilogue • Appendices • Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies • Nanoweapons Offensive Capability of Nations • The Events Leading to the Chernobyl Disaster

9789387324299 | ₹ 1,380 | 262 pp | PB | 2018

Indian Aircraft Industry: Possible Innovations for Success in the Twenty-First Century
Vivek Kapur has served as a research scholar at IDSA from December 2011 to December 2013 and has been a Senior Fellow at Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS) since then.

This book starts from an examination of the importance of aviation to the country both for military as well as or civil purposes. From here it goes on to trace the development of aviation in India. Then the book examines the Indian Aircraft Industry from studying the aircraft projects carried out by India. From these aircraft projects lessons and learning have been culled for use later in the book. Thereafter there are case studies carried out of the two leading airpower capability countries, the USA and erstwhile Soviet Union / Russia. There are also case studies of Brazil and China as these two countries were behind India in aviation in the 1950s but are globally competitive today, unlike India.

Contents: Genesis and Early Growth of the Indian Aircraft Industry • Indian Aircraft Industry: Learning from the Past • Innovation: Practical Application in Development of the Indian Aircraft Industry • Development of Aerospace Industry in China and Brazil • Aerospace Industry in US and Erstwhile USSR/Russia • Key Takeaways from Case Studies of Other Countries' Development Processes • Possible Models for India's Aircraft Industry

9789386288684 | ₹ 1080 | 316 pp | HB | 2018
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India, Europe and Pakistan

Rajendra K Jain is Professor of European Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

Containing thirteen chapters by Indian and European scholars and practitioners, this volume critically examines the multifarious domestic and external challenges that Pakistan confronts today. It discusses the vicissitudes of the European Union's relations with Pakistan and the cultural, economic, political and military relations of Central Europe and key European countries—France, Germany and the United Kingdom—with Pakistan.

Contents: Pakistan at the Crossroads: Domestic and External Challenges • The European Union and Pakistan • Decline of Kashmir in India-EU Relations • The European Union and Pakistan • The European Union and Democracy Building in Pakistan • The United Kingdom and Pakistan • France and Pakistan • Germany and Pakistan • Central Europe and Pakistan in the Post-Cold War Era • NATO and Pakistan • Pakistani Diaspora in the United Kingdom • Coping with Multiculturalism • The European Union’s Energy Relations with Pakistan

9789386288882 | ₹ 960 | 318 pp | HB | 2018

Xi Jinping's China

Jayadeva Ranade is President of the 'Centre for China Analysis and Strategy'.

The book examines how since his appointment to China's three top posts – simultaneously for the first time in 30 years – Xi Jinping has deftly used ideology and nationalism to accumulate power and ensure the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)'s legitimacy and monopoly on power.

Contents: China's Next Chairman–Xi Jinping • Xi Jinping’s Leadership Style and China's Likely Policy Direction • The Bo Xilai Affair • China's Eighteenth Party Congress: Trends and Analysis • China's New Leadership • China's New Central Military Commission after the 18th Party Congress and its Implications • Chinese Communist Party, Army and Eighteenth Central Committee • Impact of Leadership Changes in China on Security and Defence Fields in the Country • China's New Development Strategy • China's Twelfth National People's Congress • Third Party Plenum • China: The Fifth Plenum of the 18th CCP CC (October 26-29, 2015) • China's Sixth Plenum Designates Xi Jinping as “Core” of the Leadership • China: Document Number 9 and the New Propaganda Regime • China's Defence White Paper 2013 • China's Defence White Paper 2015 • Xi Jinping and China's Major Military Reforms–2015 • Major Structural Reforms in PLA • PLA Reform, Reorganisation, Restructuring and Implications for India • China's Focus on Military Activities in Tibet • China in Transition • The 19th Congress of the Chinese Communist Party • Xi Jinping’s Power Base • 18th CC Members • China’s New Policy of Peripheral Diplomacy • Geopolitical Developments and India-China Relations • Q&A-Wall Street Journal • Nathu La and the Sino-Indian Trade • Looking Beyond Border Incursions & Li Keqiang’s Visit

9789386288905 | ₹ 1400 | 406 pp | HB | 2018

Cadres of Tibet

Jayadeva Ranade is President of the 'Centre for China Analysis and Strategy'.

This book is an initial attempt to make pertinent information on Tibet readily available to an interested reader. The emphasis is on presenting biographical sketches of the relatively more important cadres to enable the analyst and reader to form an impression about the individual, his future career prospects and possibly his affiliations. The book briefly discusses the Aid Tibet Programme.

Contents: Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) • The Aid Tibet Programme • CCP Cadres in Tibet (TAR) • Party Secretaries of the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) (1950-2016) • Brief Biographies of Past Eight and Current Party Secretaries of the TAR • United Front Work Department (UFWD) • Members of the Standing Committee of TAR Party Committee • TAR People's Government • Vice Chairmen of TAR People's Government • TAR People’s Political Consultative Conference (PPCC) Committee • Vice Chairmen of TAR People's Political Consultative Conference (PPCC) Committee • 10th TAR People's Congress • Vice Chairmen of 10th TAR People's Congress • Administrative Distribution of TAR by China • Lhasa Municipality • Ngari (Ch: Ali) Administrative District (AD) • Shigatse (Ch: Xigaze) Administrative District (AD) • Shigatse Municipal Party Committee

9789386288929 | ₹ 1120 | 218 pp | HB | 2018

Role of Second Strike in No-First-Use Doctrine: A Study of China and India

Zhong Ai, is currently a doctoral candidate doing her PhD in Diplomacy & Disarmament program of the Centre for International Politics, Organization and Disarmament, JNU.

Advent of nuclear weapons in 1945 forever changed foreign relations of states that possessed nuclear weapons. Instead of victory in war, deterrence and stalemate were the most desired objectives of their nuclear arsenals. The best use of nuclear weapons now lay in their non-use and No-First Use (NFU) has since come the be seen as the crucial first step in ensuring deterrence credibility or even complete disarmament.

Contents: Introduction • China's Nuclear Policy and its No-First Use Doctrine • India's Nuclear Policy and its No-First Use Doctrine • Strategic Culture of China and India • Conclusion • Bibliography

9789387324640 | ₹ 680 | 210 pp | PB | 2018
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Air Commanders
John Andreas Olsen

Air Commanders combines short military biographies and operational analyses to reveal how the personalities, attitudes, and life experiences of twelve outstanding U.S. airmen shaped the central air campaigns in American history. From Gen. Carl “TooeY” Spaatz, who began his career in World War I, to the recently retired general T. Michael “Buzz” Moseley, the case studies illuminate the character of these airmen, the challenges they confronted in widely disparate armed conflicts, and the solutions that they crafted and implemented. Their achievements proved decisive not only in the campaigns they led, but also in shaping the U.S. Air Force and the dominant role of airpower in modern warfare.


Wider Horizons: Perspectives on National Security, Strategic Culture, Air Power, Leadership and More
Arjun Subramaniam is a recently retired Air Vice Marshal from the Indian Air Force who has embarked on a second career in academia and writing.

Written with candour and clarity, Wider Horizons is a collection of published and unpublished articles and papers written by the author between 2012-2017 while still in service. Covering a truly astounding range of issues from national security, strategic culture, the India-China conundrum, air power, leadership, flight safety and surprisingly, a set of family travelogues, the book offers a peek into the restless mind of a fighter pilot-scholar.

Contents: Into the Dive • A Review of the Author’s First Book • Perspectives on National Security & Strategic Culture • Full Spectrum Air Operations & Jointmanship • Thoughts on Military History & Professional Military Education • The Mighty SU-30

Squaring the Circle: Mahatma Gandhi and the Jewish National Home
P. R. Kumarraswamy is a professor of contemporary Middle East Studies in Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New Delhi.

When it comes to Jews, Jewish nationalism and their aspirations in Palestine, even Mahatma Gandhi was not infallible. His abiding empathy for the Jews was negated by his limited understanding of Judaism and Jewish history. The conventional understanding that Gandhi was ‘consistently’ opposed to Zionism and the Jewish aspirations for a national home in Palestine does not correspond with his later remarks.

Contents: Introduction • Jewish Friends • The Zionist Courtship • Kallenbach, the Jewish-Zionist Friend • The Khilafat Phase • Palestine, the Jazirat-ul-Arab • Congress vs. League: The Political Tussle • The Harijan Article: The Jews, November 1938 • Unfamiliarity with Judaism • Zionism: An Enigma • Demand for Jewish Non-Violence

Eurasian States: Policies and Practices
Arun Mohanty is Professor and former Chairperson of the Centre for Russian and Central Asian Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New Delhi.

Strategic Partnerships and Diplomatic Relations among countries is built on the basis of common understanding that there is no alternative to the emergence of the multi-polar world. The current volume is a collection of articles about developments, security situations, political reforms, democratic transformation, external energy policies and trade relations among Eurasian States and their relations with India.

Contents: The Indo-Russian Strategic Partnership • Pages from the History of the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations between India and Russia Arun Mohanty • Some Aspects of Regional Security in Central Asia • Russia and India • CICA and the Contemporary World • Greater East Asia and Russia’s Task • Geopolitics at Work • International System • The Battle for Water in Central Asia and Regional Potential for Cooperation • Contemporary Japan–Central Asia Relations • The Silk Route and Kazakhstan • Kazakhstan • Socio-Economic Development of Uzbekistan and Indo-Uzbek Relations • Economic Policy of the State Concerning Small Business • External Energy Policy of Russia • Energy Factor in Geopolitics Valery Egozaryan • The New Silk Route and Chinese interests in Central Asia • Diaspora • Generation “Lost” and Generation “Next” • Can Eurasian Countries Catch Up with the West? • Institutional Developments and Political Practices in Kyrgyzstan • The Basic Directions of International Activity of the Russian Orthodox Church

Prices are subject to change without notice
Pakistan Army: Institution that Matters
Ashish Shukla is a Research Fellow at the Indian Council of World Affairs (ICWA), New Delhi

Pakistan Army is the most organised, powerful and influential institution in the country. It proclaims to protect not only the territorial frontiers of the state but the very ideology of the nation as well. The institution, through various means and mechanisms, controls Grand National Narrative (GNN) in Pakistan and strongly resists any attempt on part of other stakeholders to introduce changes having potential to weaken its hold in the system.

Contents: Introduction • The Pakistan Army: Basic Structure and Composition • Islam in the Garrison • Army's Institutional and Corporate Interests • Institutionalisation of Army's Role in Decision-Making • Conclusion

9789386288837 | ₹ 1060 | 384 pp | HB | 2017

Images of Post-Soviet Kazakhstan: A Cosmopolitan Space with Borderland Anxieties
Suchandana Chatterjee is Honorary Associate, China Centre, University of Calcutta. As Fellow of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies (MAKALIAS), Kolkata.

The study revolves round the relationship between space and transitional identity in Kazakhstan in the post-Soviet period. The images are of the many, and as suggested here, relate to the Kazakh conscience. Kazakh borderlands have a completely different profile—that of shared spaces. The Kazakhs' attachment to their homeland is a constant—but the question is whether that territorial reality fits into other paradigms of identity and belonging. Such questions arise in the case of Mongolian Kazakhs and Uyghurs of Semirechie—in both cases the sentiment of place is strong compared to the overwhelming global experiences of the mainland Kazakhs.

Contents: Competing Narratives • Relational Shifts • Development Dynamics • Myriad Concerns • Impressions • Conclusion • Bibliography

9789386288028 | ₹ 860 | 196 pp | HB | 2017

Kurdistan: The Quest for Representation and Self Determination
Lungthuiyang Riamei, PhD currently teaches at the Department of Political Science, Gargi College, Delhi University.

Kurdistan, the name given to the Kurds' historical homeland, is a landlocked region that lies at the crossroads of Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran. The Kurds are known as a nation without borders and considered as a stateless people. Aftermath of the Arab Spring in 2010, Kurdistan has witnessed an increase in nationalism and a shift in geo-politics. The book examines the various models which could be acceptable solution to the Kurdish problem in West Asian region.

Contents: Introducing Kurdistan • Establishment of the Kurdish Regional Government in Iraqi Kurdistan • The Kurdish Conflict in Turkey • Political Situation of the Kurds in Iran and Syria • International Positions on the Kurdish Problem in the Middle East • The Question of Kurdish Self-Determination • Conclusion • Chronology of the Kurdish National Movement

9789386288868 | ₹ 1180 | 314 pp | HB | 2017

Contemporary West Asia: Perspectives on Change and Continuity
Sujata Ashwarya is Assistant Professor at the Centre for West Asian Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi.
Mujib Alam is Assistant Professor at the Academy of International Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi.

This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the complexities of change and continuity in West Asia, its society, religion and politics. An overview of the region's political, social and economic characteristics brought into sharper relief with the on-going turmoil in the region constitutes the introduction of the book. This book will be as useful for the students of West Asian affairs as it will be for policymakers and any interested reader.

Contents: Introduction: Change and Continuity in West Asia • Islamism and Democracy in the Arab World Post-Arab Spring • The Sunni-Shia Split • Islamism and Post-Islamism in Iran • Hizbullah's Islamist and Post-Islamist Politics • Sectarianism in Iraq Post-2003 and the Challenge of ISIS • Syria: From Uprising to Jihad • The New Cold War in Syria • Impact of the Arab Spring on Jordan • The Arab Uprisings: Prospects and Challenges for the Persian Gulf Countries • King is Dead, Long Live the King • Turbulence in Yemen and the Changing Geopolitics in the Region • The Changing Face of Islamism in Turkey • Democracy in Turkish Foreign Policy towards the Middle East in the AK Party Era • Contesting the Arab Revolts • Tribal Conflict and Political Stability in Libya

9789386288042 | ₹ 980 | 332 pp | HB | 2017

Prices are subject to change without notice
China, Japan, and Senkaku Islands: Conflict in the East China Sea Amid an American Shadow

Monika Chansoria is a Senior Fellow at the Centre for Land Warfare Studies in New Delhi.

Tracing the genesis of the Senkaku Islands in the memoirs of history, and its potential future, in the backdrop of the East China Sea’s brewing dispute, this book chronicles the journey of Sino-Japanese relations in the explicit context of the Senkaku Islands. The evolving power transition dynamics in East Asia render Washington the lynchpin of Tokyo’s diplomatic and security strategy, and vice versa. Conversely, China is abrasively displaying an almost predictable geo-strategic pattern and strategy of enforcing territorial claims across Asia, keeping it just below the threshold of provoking conflict, whilst testing the tenacity of existential status quoist norms.

Contents: The Genesis of Dispute in the East China Sea • International Law, Legal Provisions, and Conventions • The Resurgence of Nationalism in China and Japan • Oil, Gas, and Economics of the Conflict • The China-Japan-America Triangle: Coercive Diplomacy, Military Supremacy, and Strategic Power Interplay • Reigniting a Quiescent Volcano • Submissions for Policy Consideration and Formulation

9789383649990 | ₹ 980 | 286 pp | HB | 2017

Indian Recipients of the Military Cross (Vol 1 & 2)

Sushil Talwar

Soon after the outbreak of the First World War, the Military Cross was instituted as a reward for junior army officers and warrant officers for gallantry in the field. Indian and Gurkha officers of the Indian Army were equally eligible for two other gallantry awards: the Indian Order for Merit and the Indian Distinguished Service Medal.

This entirely new ground breaking work goes a significant way towards filling the gap by providing comprehensive details of M.C. awards sanctioned for officers of South Asian origin who served with the Indian Army and the Indian States Forces in all conflicts up to August 1947.

For each entry the rank, name and regiment or corps of the officer is provided, together with the date and page number of the London Gazette and/or Gazette of India announcing the M.C. award. Each entry is supplemented by details of the officer’s military service and any other rewards received. Many of them have been found with families who have little or no knowledge of their ancestors’ gallant deeds.

9789386288707 | ₹ 7800 | 1292 pp (Vol 1 & 2) | HB | 2017

Conflict Resolution Imperatives in the South China Sea

G. Thanga Rajesh is a Guest Faculty member at the Department of Defence and Strategic Studies, University of Madras, Chennai.

China, today, is the focus of discussions due to its actions, particularly in the South China Sea. This becomes more relevant in context to China’s rejection of the award by the Permanent Court of Arbitration. This monograph aims to examine the contours and compulsions of the related issues to arrive at templates for conflict resolution in the region.

Contents: Geographic and Economic Importance of the South China Sea: (a) Natural Resources • (b) Trade and Commerce • Geostrategic Dimensions of the South China Sea Disputes • Major Problems of the South China Sea: (a) Territorial Disputes • (b) Hydro-Terrorism! • Who Are the Stakeholders in the South China Sea? • Whose Property is the South China Sea? • Chronological Record of Events in and Around the South China Sea • Disputes over Islands in the South China Sea • Consequence of China’s Aggressive Posture • Clashes Between China and Vietnam • Clashes Between China and Philippines • Deficiencies in China’s Policy • Implications for China • Recommendations • What can India do Under these Circumstances? • Conclusion: How will These Scenarios End?

9789386288714 | ₹ 380 | 74 pp | PB | 2017

Eurasian States: Socio-Economic and Political Processes

Arun Mohanty is professor and former Chairperson of Centre for Russian and Central Asian Studies, School of International Studies, JNU, and Ajay Kumar Patnaik is Professor and former Chairperson in the Centre for Russian and Central Asian Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New Delhi.

Eurasia, a region which essentially consists of the former Soviet republics, has always drawn international attention because of its geographical location, strategic significance and the presence of huge amounts of natural resources. The volume discusses in depth, the political and economic developments as well as the issues related to the stability, security and integration of the region.

Contents: • Migration in the Eurasian Space and the Formation Of Regional Linkages • Methodological Problems of Studying the Post-Soviet Regime Changes • New Eurasia in the Focus of a Multipolar World: The Thorns of Transformation • Dec-Facto Statehood as a Phenomenon of the Post-Soviet Development • Sino-Russian Relations in the New Era • The North Caucasus in the System of National Security of Russia • Ukraine in Ferment • Geopolitics of Regime Change in Ukraine • EU’s Eastern Partnership• Ukrainisation Policies and National Identity in Ukraine • Indo-Russian Relations under UPA Rule

9789386288066 | ₹ 1180 | 432 pp | HB | 2017
Regional Integration in South Asia: Essays in Honour of Dr. M. Rahmatullah

Prabir De is Professor at Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS) and Coordinator of ASEAN-India Centre (AIC), New Delhi. Mustafizur Rahman is Executive Director of Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD), Dhaka.

Throughout all his active life, Dr. M. Rahmatullah had relentlessly championed the cause of multimodal connectivity in South Asia, and also seamless movement of goods across all of Asia. In this backdrop, this collection of essays in honour of Dr. M. Rahmatullah deals with a diverse range of issues concerning trade and integration in South Asia, and assesses policy priorities, implementation imperatives and emerging challenges in view of this.

Contents: Boosting Trade and Prosperity in South Asia • Development of Regional Transport Networks in Asia • Cross-border Connectivity Initiatives across South Asia • Trade Facilitation in South Asia through Transport Connectivity • BBIN MVA • Trade and Transit Cooperation with Afghanistan • Transit through Bangladesh • Implications of Pakistan's Trade Normalisation with India • India and Bangladesh Connectivity with Myanmar • Reframing South Asian Cooperation with the 2030 Agenda

9789386288141 | ₹ 800 | 288 pp | HB | 2017

Climate Change, New Security Challenges and The United Nations

Sabita Mohapatra is at present teaching Political Science in Odisha.

During the decades of turbulence the United Nations grappled with the formidable problem of arms race. With the end of the cold war these devastating non-conventional threats such as climate change catapulted into the forefront of the policy making and emboldened the United Nations to take up these under its stewardship.

Contents: Introduction • Climate Change and Water Security • Climate Change and Food Security • Climate Change and Health Security • Climate Change, Natural Disasters and UN • Climate Change Induced Displacement and UN • Role of UN in Meeting the Threats of Climate Change • Conclusions • Bibliography

9789386288226 | ₹ 980 | 345 pp | HB | 2017

Geopolitics and the Quest for Dominance

Jeremy Black is Professor of History at the University of Exeter.

Geopolitics, he maintains, is as much about ideas and perception as it is about the actual spatial dimensions of power. He considers the rise of British power, geopolitics and the age of Imperialism, the Nazis and World War II, and the Cold War, and he looks at the key theorists of the latter 20th century.

Contents: Introduction • Geopolitics before the Term Spatiality and Frontiers • Geopolitics before the Term Maps the Geopolitics of British Power 1500–1815: A Case Study • Geography and Imperialism The World in the Nineteenth Century • Geopolitics and the Age of Imperialism, 1890–1932 • Nazi Geopolitics and World War II, 1933–1945 • Geopolitics and the Cold War • Geopolitics since 1990 • The Geopolitics of the Future

9789386288530 | ₹ 880 | 354 pp | PB | 2017

International Security and Peacebuilding: Africa, The Middle East, and Europe

Abu Bakarr Babis is Associate Professor of Sociology at Northern Illinois University.

This volume of essays on international humanitarian interventions focusses on what interests are promoted through these interventions and how efforts to build liberal democracies are carried out in failing states.

Contents: Negotiating Narratives: R2P and the Conundrum of the Monopoly of Legitimized Use of Force • Responsibility to Protect: The Paradox of International Intervention in Africa • Dancing Boys and the Moral Dilemmas of Military Missions: The Practice of Bacha Bazi in Afghanistan • Managerial Capacity in Peacekeeping Operations: The Case of EUFOR • Personalized Mediations and Interventions in the Ivoirian Conflict • African Agency in New Humanitarianism and Responsible Governance • Regime Change: Neoliberal State Building and Its Collapse on Iraqi Society

9789386288547 | ₹ 520 | 212 pp | PB | 2017
Contours of Relationship: India and the Middle East

Kingshuk Chatterjee is an Associate Professor in the Department of History, Calcutta University.

India's relationship with the Middle East is a very good example of ties between people that are genuinely of historical. The primary objective of the volume is to examine the contours of relationship between the peoples of the two regions, before the political frontiers of the Indian subcontinent and the Middle East were fashioned in the middle of the twentieth century. While the natural frontiers of the Hindu Kush, Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea divided the peoples into linguistic and cultural zones that were Indic, Arab, Persian and Turkic, (and a host of others) such cultural frontiers, despite being thick, were never quite hard.

Contents: The Baghdadi Jews an Economic Force Across Asia (1790-1950s) • Mirza Ghulam Ahmad's Jesus and the Rediscovery of 'Lost Tribes' • Imadullah Makki and Muslim Cosmopolitanism in the 19th Century • Sayyid Jalal Al-Din Kashani and Habl Al-Matin of Calcutta • Ties in Troubled Times • The Trans-National Ties of an Indian Nationalist

9789386288615 | ₹ 480 | 174 pp | HB | 2017

India-China Border Trade: A Case Study of Sikkim's Nathu La

Eram Fatma did her M.Phil, in Foreign Policy from the Institute of Foreign Policy Studies, Calcutta University.

Border trade between India and China was closed shortly before the India-China war of 1962. The growing tensions between the two countries due to border issues along with India's stand to give refuge to the Dalai Lama added fuel to fire. There was about a decade and a half long Cold War like situation that existed between the two countries. Relations began to normalise from the mid-1970's. On 16 December 1991, India and China signed a memorandum of understanding on resumption of Border Trade. It was decided initially it would be carried out at one point across the Uttar Pradesh-Tibet border through the Lipulekh pass. This was followed by the reopening of Border Trade in 1992.

Contents: Introduction • China and India Commodity Trade (1991-2011) • East Sikkim: District Profile • India-China Border Trade Story-Pre 1962 War • Case Study of Nathu La Border Trade: Current Scenario • Conclusion • Bibliography • Appendix

9789386288639 | ₹ 550 | 144 pp | HB | 2017

Afghan Women in Transition: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

Anwesha Ghosh was affiliated to Centre for Pakistan and West Asian Studies (CPNAS) University of Calcutta.

The Government of Afghanistan specified gender equality to be one of the most important cross cutting themes in Afghanistan National Development Strategy (ANDS) 2008-2013, by committing to measurable improvement in women's economic opportunities and access to and control over productive assets and income. In order to understand how the changes, achievements and challenges of women have altered overtime, attempts have been made through this study to review the position enjoyed by women in the remote past (Yesterday), starting from the monarchies up to the present generation of women (Today) and also what sort of challenges and obstacles the future generations of women are likely to face in Afghanistan in the days after the complete withdrawal of International Forces (Tomorrow).

Contents: A Historical Overview of Position of Women in Afghanistan • Barriers and Bridges: Women in Rural and Urban Afghanistan • The Afghan State, Society and Gender Politics up to 2001 • Afghan Women since the fall of the Taliban • Women's Voices in Contemporary Afghanistan

9789386288554 | ₹ 800 | 248 pp | HB | 2017

Cyber Enigma: Unraveling the Terror in the Cyber World

E. Dilipraj is an Associate Fellow at the Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS).

Cyber and its related technologies such as Internet was introduced to the world only in late 1980s. Despite being ubiquitous around the world, cyber technology is still seen as an enigma by many. It is in this context of understanding the enigma around the cyber domain, the book attempts to analyse and disentangle the various issues related to cyber technology. The book also attempts to unravel the various threats that terrorise the cyber world in detail by categorising them according to the perpetrators. The book aims to decrypt the cyber domain and at the same time exhibit the realities in terms of the threat vector, technological sophistication and the rapid development of the domain itself.

Contents: Understanding the Cyber World • The Art of Phreaking, Hacking, Cracking...* • Deep and Dark Digital Ocean • Cyber Enabled Terrorism • Dragon's Fire in the Virtual World • Eagle's Claw on Cyberspace • Cyber India: A Reality Check • The Need for Strategy in Cyberspace • Appendices

9789386288578 | ₹ 1060 | 284 pp | HB | 2017
Whither Indian Ocean Maritime Order? Contributions to a Seminar on Narendra Modi's SAGAR Speech

Yogendra Kumar has been India's Ambassador to Tajikistan and the Philippines as well as High Commissioner to Namibia. He has been concurrently accredited to Palau, Micronesia and the Marshall Islands.

Prime Minister Modi articulated his vision for the future of the Indian Ocean region when he presented the Offshore Patrol Vessel Barracuda to the Mauritian Coast Guard on March 12, 2015, at Port Louis. Whilst infusing a soft civilisational complexion to India's envisaged role, it signifies, also, a determination to seek a future of 'Security and Growth for All in the Region' – or SAGAR (Hindi for 'sea'). The eminent contributors to this volume analyse the various components of the SAGAR pronouncement and contextualise them against the emerging strategic trends and the spectrum of bilateral and multilateral effort required for its success.

Contents: A Strategic Perspective • Mapping the Maritime Order from International Relations' Theoretical Perspectives • Traditional Security Challenges to the Maritime Order in the Indian Ocean Region • Non-Traditional Security Challenges to the Maritime Order in the Indian Ocean Region • Overview of Governance Structures for the Indian Ocean Region • Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) • Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS) • Ways to Strengthen Cooperation between BIMSTEC and IORA • Indian Diplomacy for the Indian Ocean Region • Diplomatic Role for the Indian Navy and the Coast Guard • Diplomatic Outreach in the Shipping Sector • Diplomatic Role for Ministry of Earth Sciences • Strategic Overview of India's Maritime Challenges • Epilogue • Annexure Prime Minister's SAGAR Speech

9789386288493 | ₹ 980 | 292 pp | HB | 2017

Enhancing Economic Relations between India and Mongolia: Task and Opportunities

Prabir De, Professor, Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS); Coordinator, AIC, and Adjunct Fellow, ICS, New Delhi
Sreya Pan, Research Associate, Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS), New Delhi.

The relations between Mongolia and India have a long history. Both countries have continued to build relations based on their shared historical and cultural legacy. Relations with Southeast and East Asian countries are the foundation of India's Act East Policy (AEP). India-Mongolia bilateral relations hold the promise of fostering the regional integration process in Asia. Given the thrust of the Act East Policy (AEP), this book analyses the scope and opportunities in interdependence in economic areas between India and Mongolia, presents an assessment of economic cooperation, identifies the challenges and highlights policy issues to be sorted out to foster bilateral relations.

Contents: Executive Summary • Introduction • Overview of the Mongolian Economy • Economic Relations between India and Mongolia • Mongolia's Integration with the World Economy • Mongolia's Trade Transportation Linkages with Neighbouring Countries • Bilateral Relations between India and Mongolia • Measures to Strengthen India – Mongolia Economic Relations • Conclusion

9789386288479 | ₹ 520 | 136 pp | HB | 2017

Defence Acquisition Process: A Systems View

Vikram Taneja was associated with CLAWS New Delhi.

Defence capital acquisition has been a topic intensely debated in these times both globally as well as in India. This book examines the complex subject from multiple paradigms of systems approach and programme management backed by empirical research unveiling a fresh facet of the Indian acquisition canvass known hither to for more for its adverse aspects than its accomplishments and triumphs. This book is an objective commentary on the holistic functioning of the existing acquisition system in the backdrop of the contemporary strategic scenario and will serve an ideal reference for its practitioners and exponents alike.

Contents: Modernisation Shapes and Contours • Overview of Defence Capital Acquisition System • Systemic Problems in the Acquisition System • A Systems Approach to Defence Capital Acquisitions in India • Programme Management Structure for Defence Acquisitions: The Way Forward

9789386288455 | ₹ 580 | 192 pp | HB | 2017

Understanding: Global Politics

Chanchal Kumar is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Political Science, Janki Devi Memorial College, Delhi University. Lungthayung Ramei, PhD, teaches at the Department of Political Science, Dyub Singh College (M), Delhi University.

The book presents an opportunity to engage in Applied Global Politics and explore the core concept by students of Political Science, International Relations, as well as refresher for scholars of defence and security studies.

Contents: Globalisation • Understanding Globalisation and Its Alternative Perspectives • Political Debates on Sovereignty and Territoriality, Cultural and Technological Dimension of Globalisation • Global Economy: Its Significance and Anchors of Global Political Economy (IMF, World Bank, WTO, TNCs) • Global Resistances • The United Nations Organisation in a Globalising World • Contemporary Global Issues • Ecological Issues • Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons • International Terrorism: Non-State Actors and State Terrorism Post 9/11 Developments • Migration and Refugees • Feminist Perspective in the Contemporary International Relations • Global Shifts: Power, Governance and Processes • Global Shifts: Power and Governance, Emerging Multi-Polarity (BRICS, EU, Japan, India, China and Russia) • Revisiting Security

9789386288370 | ₹ 380 | 292 pp | PB | 2017
Cyber War: Conquest Over Elusive Enemy
Ashish Kumar Gupta was a Senior Fellow at Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS), New Delhi.

Cyber crime, cyber warfare and cyber terrorism have been so intricately embedded in the current ‘security zeitgeist’ that any discourse, technology integration and capability assimilation without multifaceted foci on these, remains diffused and inchoate. Strategists, decision-makers, practitioners and scholars study cyber warfare and each group is saddled with its own peculiar and intractable problems. The ubiquitous dependence of a nation on cyber space makes the disruption of cyber space a cause of grave concern. The conventional rules and legal norms associated with crime control and criminal justice struggle to keep pace with the changing dynamics of the challenges of policing, regulating and enforcing the provisions of statutory laws in cyber space.

Contents: Cyber War • Coming of Age of Cyber War • Enunciation of the Principles of Cyber Deterrence • Cyber-Military Doctrinal and Functional Convergence • Cyber Surveillance, Espionage and Exploitation • Cyber Security and Critical Information Infrastructure Protection • Cyber Defence • War Over Internet Governance • Offensive Potentiality of Cyber Attacks • Internet of Things • Shaping The Cyber Zeitgeist in India: Challenges, Prospects and Opportunities

9789386288400 | ₹ 1060 | 294 pp | HB | 2017

Peace, Development and Community: The Look East Imagination of India with Special Reference to Northeast India
Imankalyan Lahiri teaches in the Department of International Relations, Jadavpur University, Kolkata.

This book throws light on the objectives of India’s Look East Policy and its transformation during the last twenty-five years. The book clearly identifies the trends in the Look East Imagination of India, particularly the transformation of the Look East Policy into the Act East Policy. It is also important to identify that, along with physical connectivity, it is important to encourage the mobility of people in the Northeastern Region of India for the proper implementation of India’s Act East Policy.

Contents: Look East Policy and Northeast India: Prospects and Challenges • From “Look East” to “Act East”: A Critical Analysis of India’s Look East Policy • Myanmar: India’s Gateway to Southeast Asia—A Case Study of Moreh-Tamu Border Trade: Transforming Connectivity? • Tourism and Northeast India: Enhancing Connectivity and Regional Integration Process • Conclusion

9789386288332 | ₹ 580 | 164 pp | HB | 2017

The Other Great Wall: China's Urban-Rural Divide
Nappinnai Dhamodharan is a third year student of B.A Economics in Stella Maris College.
Kritajnya Raghunathan is a third year undergraduate student of Economics from Stella Maris College.
Akanksha Soni is a final year undergraduate student of Economics from Stella Maris College, Chennai.

China has garnered interest in the world as it emerges as one of the largest nations, in terms of population and economic potential. While China is Asia's largest economy it also has Asia's largest urban-rural divide. While urban-rural disparities exist in almost every country in the world, they exist in a unique form in China. The divide has been intentionally exacerbated by the Chinese government.

Contents: Foreword • Preface • Acknowledgements • Introduction • Hukou as a Medium for Dualism • The Repercussions • New Type Urbanisation Plan: A Panacea? • Conclusion • Afterthought

9789387324480 | ₹ 360 | 78 pp | PB | 2018

Resolving India's Maoist Challenge: Looking Beyond Security and Development
Shashank Ranjan is a Senior Fellow with the Centre for Land Warfare Studies (CLAWS), New Delhi.

The Maoist or Naxalite insurgency began in the late 1960s as a peasant struggle. A 'strategy' of response to resolve the challenge would have to factor in the cumulative deficits, as also the roots of these deficits. It can not be 'only security' or 'only development' or even both blended. The narrative shall have to go beyond; into the people-centric realm. The main objective of this book is to explore the dynamics of the conflict, cutting across the socio-economic, institutional and human domains.

Contents: Genesis and Evolution of Left Radicalism in India • Inheritance of Discontent and Alienation • Governing the Tribals • PESA • The Sordid Saga of Displacement • Tribal Resurgence • Maoists’ Organisational Set-up • Proliferation for War-Fighting • Ideological Faultlines • Managing Perceptions for the Maoists • Seeing Through the Maoist Myths • Criminal Justice System, Undertrials and Alienation • Modernising and Reforming the Police • Civil Society, NGOs and Conflict Resolution • Enabling the Grassroots
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Legal Regulation of Private Actors in Outer Space—India’s Roles

Malay Adhikari is at present, Assistant Professor at School of Law, SRM University, Chennai.

The book addresses legal issues and challenges in using Space Technology. Especially covered are the provisions of International Space Law and few national space legislations to regulate private actors in outer space. The key chapters covered are history of space regulations, private actors in space, legal issues for such actors, regulating these issues outside India, and the same in India. In concluding chapter, the author has worked out some recommendations.

Contents: History of Space Regulations • Private Actors in Outer Space • Legal Issues • Space Regulations Outside India • Space Regulations in India • Conclusion • Bibliography
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Space Security: Emerging Technologies and Trends

Puneet Bhalla was associated with CLAWS.

Technology has been decisive in shaping the environment in the unique realm of Outer Space. The author has endeavoured to objectively analyse the envisioned development of technology, the ensuing applications and concepts and their likely influence on space operations, security and sustainability.
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Pul Patil was Senior fellow of CAPS, New Delhi.

Militarily, use of space based assets when integrated with operations assumes importance as one of the many force multipliers. As on date, outer space is extensively used by the armed forces for varied services which include navigation, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, environmental monitoring and advance warning. Thus, from the present capability of ‘militarization of space’, we seem to be graduating towards ‘weaponisation of space’.
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Inderjit Singh dedicated his life to serve the ex-servicemen.

“The Battle of Daruchhian, a Saga of Valour and Sacrifice” is an account of a battle in which in a matter of less than twelve hours a total of eight officers, seven JCOs and one hundred and forty nine ORs were killed, wounded or missing. The first part of the book deals with the problems faced by a CO and how he overcame the same. It also gives out an account of a successful raid on enemy Supply Point carried out before the main battle. The second part is a detailed account of the battle. It also explains how men were focused during the battle, despite reverses and the enemy proving to be stronger. The third part enumerates the problems faced by an unsuccessful Commander.
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The North East Crucible: Geo-Politics, Ethnicity and Turmoil
S. P. Kar, IPS (Retd), is a former Inspector General of Police, Assam.
This book is a study of the geopolitical importance of North East India, including the geostrategic threats the region faces from across the borders. This work is a chronicle of investigation into the events that bred a secessionist sentiment and an insular attitude among the different communities and tribes inhabiting the hills and plains of the region.
Contents: The Geopolitical Matrix • Historical Background of the North East • The Problem of Immigration • The Turmoil • Anti-Foreigner Agitation • Small Arms Proliferation • Insurgency in the North East
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Celebrating the Third Decade and Beyond: New Challenges to ASEAN-India Economic Partnership
Prabir De, Professor, Research and Information System for Developing Countries (RIS) and Coordinator, ASEAN-India Centre (AIC), New Delhi. Suthiphand Chirathivat, Chairman, Chula Global Network and Executive Director, ASEAN Studies Center (ASC), Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok.
The ASEAN-India economic integration has made substantial progress in recent years. India's engagements with Southeast and East Asia have received new momentum under the Act East Policy (AEP). This book is a timely initiative to review the past and suggest the ways to further strengthen the economic partnership. It primarily deals with the economic integration issues between ASEAN and India, and assesses policy priorities, effectiveness, implementation imperatives and challenges.
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